
GOOD QUESTIONS TO ASK SOMEONE WHEN WRITING A BIOGRAPHY

FOR WORK

Good questions are one of the core elements of a successful biography. Directions: Choose the appropriate number of
questions to ask in each section. Some sections are optional. You will write the ANSWERS to the question on the
interview document as What would people you know find surprising about you as a teen?.

Did you ever learn something about a fellow service member that surprised you? Do you have any last
wishes? How would you describe a perfect day when you were young? This question gives the person the
opportunity not only to share that desire but also to examine why they haven't pursued learning the skill. What
are you most afraid of? We admire people whose actions and character reflect what we want in ourselves. Do
something altruistic? Remembering the Fallen: Do you have any funny stories about the two of you together?
Take the time to prepare some questions for your conversation toolbox, so when the moment is right, you'll
have an intriguing question on the tip of your tongue. What are some you are glad to have left behind?
Autobiographies can be written many different ways. What was the most profound spiritual moment of your
life? You don't need to pretend or show off to be a great conversationalist. What is your strongest personal
quality? Who has been the kindest to you in your life? If you could do anything now, what would you do? Are
there any funny stories your family tells about you that come to mind? It reveals who we are and what we
believe â€” in an illuminating and honest way that's often hard to put into words. Do you think about dying?
Gathering the right information up front, in a minute interview, is key. How did you tell your family and
friends that you were joining the military? The best 25 questions to ask people to really get to know them.
What traditions have been passed down in your family? This question allows the other person to talk about
themselves from an outside perspective. What feels like love to you? Good questions that give you insight into
a person's state of mind about who they are, their vulnerabilities, and their hopes and dreams create deep
conversations. What are the hardest times? The saddest? Here are my favorite questions to ask when writing a
bio. Interview yourself just as you would another person if you were writing their life story. When you make
others feel valued and important, you are setting a foundation for a lasting, mutually satisfying relationship.
Writing Writing a concise bio for a business website may seem like a no brainer. Under the name of each
place you lived, note your age when you lived there and any important events that occurred while you were
there. We spend most of our days working, so the answer to this question also reveals how a person chooses to
define their lives. What was your relationship like? It's a feel-good question that gives both people an infusion
of happiness and maybe even the desire to recreate that perfect day. What age do you feel right now and why?
People will usually follow up by asking this question of you, and it creates a positive feeling and bond
between you. Military When were you drafted or when did you enlist?


